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Pentaho 5.0 Reporting by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to use the power of Pentaho for Business Intelligence reporting in a series of simple, logical stages. From installation in Windows or Linux right through to publishing your own Java web application, it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Install and configure PRD in Linux and Windows
	
		Create...
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Google Visualization API EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make sense of your data: make it visual with the Google Visualization API


	Overview

	
		Wrangle all sorts of data into a visual format, without being an expert programmer.
	
		Visualize new or existing spreadsheet data through charts, graphs, and maps.
	
		Full of diagrams, core concept...
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Precalculus, 9th EditionCengage Learning, 2013

	Larson's market-leading text, PRECALCULUS is known for delivering sound, consistently structured explanations and exercises of mathematical concepts to expertly prepare students for the study of calculus. With the ninth edition, the author continues to revolutionize the way students learn material by incorporating more real-world...
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Deep Learning for Computer Vision: Expert techniques to train advanced neural networks using TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to model and train advanced neural networks to implement a variety of Computer Vision tasks

	
		Key Features

		
			Train different kinds of deep learning model from scratch to solve specific problems in Computer Vision
	
			Combine the power of Python, Keras, and TensorFlow to...
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Learn Java 12 Programming: A step-by-step guide to learning essential concepts in Java SE 10, 11, and 12Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide to get started with Java and gain insights into major concepts such as object-oriented, functional, and reactive programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Strengthen your knowledge of important programming concepts and the latest features in Java
	
			Explore core...
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Delphi High Performance: Build fast Delphi applications using concurrency, parallel programming and memory managementPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build fast, scalable, and high performing applications with Delphi

	
		Key Features

		
			Build efficient and concurrent applications in Delphi with focused examples
	
			Identify performance bottlenecks and apply the correct algorithm to increase the performance of applications.

...
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Blaming Immigrants: Nationalism and the Economics of Global MovementColumbia University Press, 2019

	Immigration is shaking up electoral politics around the world. Anti-immigration and ultranationalistic politics are rising in Europe, the United States, and countries across Asia and Africa. What is causing this nativist fervor? Are immigrants the cause or merely a common scapegoat?

	

	In Blaming Immigrants, economist...
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Public Libraries in the Smart CityPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Far from heralding their demise, digital technologies have lead to a dramatic transformation of the public library. Around the world, libraries have reinvented themselves as networked hubs, community centres, innovation labs, and makerspaces. Coupling striking architectural design with attention to ambience and comfort, libraries have...
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The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern WorldPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How silver influenced two hundred years of world history, and why it matters today

		

		This is the story of silver’s transformation from soft money during the nineteenth century to hard asset today, and how manipulations of the white metal by American president Franklin D. Roosevelt during the 1930s and by...
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Final Cut Pro HD Hands-On TrainingPeachpit Press, 2004
As the first volume in Lynda Weinman's acclaimed HOT (Hands-On Training) series to cover Apple's video editing powerhouse, this is the guide you've been waiting for! In these pages, you'll find a series of hands-on tutorials that guide you through all stages of editing video with Final Cut Pro HD. As you follow the book's step-by-step instructions...
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Getting Started with Your Mac and Mac OS X Tiger : Peachpit Learning SeriesPeachpit Press, 2005
You bought your Mac OS X Tiger computer because you thought it would be easy to use-and it is! But if you've never used a computer before, never stared at a graphical user interface or clicked an icon to launch a program or open a file, getting going with your new machine can still be a daunting proposition. With this guide from...
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CSS Instant Results (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
With the latest generation of modern browsers expanding support for CSS 3, it is an exciting time in the CSS world. Featuring ten ready-to-use projects on the book's CD-ROM, this helpful reference dives into working code so you can rapidly master the increasingly diverse applications web designers can use with CSS, including some that previously...
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